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1002-1905 Unionists who were prepared to go the whole Protectionist hog,
Age 49-53 ^ough a^ t>n> stage he laid the main stress on Imperial Preference.
These forces were for a time held in a precarious equilibrium by
Mr. Balfour's policy of suspended judgment and provisional non-
committal. Striking a new note in politics he overtly declined " to
express a settled conviction where no settled conviction exists,"
while privately extorting from his colleagues a pledge to postpone
decision and observe public silence until the material facts could be
ascertained by a Board of Trade Inquiry. Meanwhile, in August,
he circulated to the Cabinet a paper, later published as a brochure
under the characteristic title of Economic Notes on Insular Free
Trade. In this masterpiece of carefully qualified generalisation he
embodied, or concealed, his own views on the question of the hour.
Its least negative feature was a leaning towards fiscal retaliation.
By September the results of the Inquiry had been enshrined in the
Fiscal Blue Book. A Cabinet decision could no longer decently be
deferred. The Prime Minister seems from the end of August to have
determined that his Government was to be a " fiscal reform Govern-
ment," but had given little indication other than that contained in
his " economic notes " of the nature of the reform he favoured. He
had in truth been placed in an impossible dilemma by Mr. Chamber-
lain : and all his efforts were directed to finding a formula wide and
vague enough to comprehend the predominant opinion of his party
and save it from immediate schism. It was a necessary element in
this plan that those of his colleagues who would countenance no
departure, however qualified or contingent, from strict Cobdenism,
must be jettisoned, and this he proceeded by a curious and ruthless
manoeuvre to do.
On the 9th September Mr. Chamberlain had brought the situation
to a head by sending his chief a letter of resignation, which the latter
on the 16th accepted. In the letter of the 9th the writer explained
that his object in resigning was to popularise Colonial preference
and food taxes, which he admitted to be at the moment too much
disliked to be adopted by the Government as immediate practical
objectives. This mission he could best achieve from the outside;
but meanwhile he urged the Prime Minister to embrace what had
found much more favour with the public, namely, the domestic and
purely protectionist branch of his proposals, even if this involved
the reconstitution of the Government (or in plain language the
extrusion from it of the uncompromising EVee Traders). Between
10th September, when this letter was received, and the 16th,
g^| was acknowledged by Mr. Balfonx, was held the crucial

